A new type of Janus dendrimers, consisting of two different side dendrons with the dipole orientation of the second-order nonlinear optical (NLO) chromophore moieties partially in a non-centrosymmetric direction, was intelligently designed and synthesized in order to enhance the macroscopic NLO performance and break through the limitation of NLO efficiency in the current molecular topological structure of azo chromophore-based polymers. This kind of Janus dendritic structure was constructed by the combination of convergent and divergent methods, with the utilization of a powerful "click chemistry 
Introduction
The architectural control of polymeric molecules is an important aspect in the eld of polymer science, which to a large extent determines their diverse properties.
1 Thus, architectural control is regarded as the switch connecting designed structures and their corresponding specic properties, which has triggered much inspiration of scientists.
2 Among them, dendrimers with regular branching and symmetry are one of the most interesting structures; because they have a unique topological structure, dendrimers are equipped with many superb properties, and have brought about numerous advances in a variety of elds.
3 In addition to their regular and symmetry features, dendrimers oen possesses more than one valuable property derived from different functional groups located at different sites of internal dendrons, layer or terminal groups.
4 Some specic dendrimers, classied as bow-tie or Janus, 5 three-face, 6 core-shell, 7 onion peel, 8 etc., are attractive not only for their amazing functions or properties, but also for the art of their syntheses. A dendrimer with two dendritic wedges coupled together with a formed core, is called a Janus or bow-tie dendrimer (Fig. 1a) . "Janus" was the name of the mythological two-faced god who looked to the future and past in ancient Roman religion.
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Generally, Janus dendrimers focus their asymmetry on the surface functionality, as the two dendrons connect two different types of peripheral functional groups. The dual-functionalized surfaces endow the dendrimers with different properties, which has allowed them be widely used in self-assembly 10 and biological therapeutics.
11 However, their applications in optoelectronic materials are very scarce until now, 12 partially because the photo-and electronic properties mainly depend on the electronic structure of the repeat unit instead of the peripheral groups. Nevertheless, we guess that a Janus dendrimer would possess huge potential advantages in this area, for at least, the asymmetric features of "Janus" exactly meets the requirement of a non-centrosymmetric alignment of chromophore moieties in second order nonlinear optical (NLO) polymers, which has never been reported previously.
Second order NLO polymers have found numerous applications in photonic devices, such as high speed electro-optic (EO) modulators, 13 waveguides, 14 optical switches, 15 etc. 16 Since organic/polymer NLO materials initially came to the attention of researchers for electro-optic devices, they have attracted intense interest with much impressive progress being made, due to their advantages over inorganic crystals.
16,17 However, the bottleneck encountered in the following research, that is, how to fully optimize the NLO performance, has cooled research interest since the end of the last century.
Generally, a second order NLO polymer is composed of polymer chains and chromophore moieties; the latter of which possesses an asymmetric pull-push electronic structure (Fig. 1b) , which contributes to its dipole moment (m) and hyperpolarizability (b) . Since the macroscopic second order NLO effect of a polymer is the sum of the mb values of chromophore moieties in a non-centrosymmetric alignment (for brief theory see the ESI †), 18 a poling process under an electric eld is usually implemented to make the chromophore moieties in polymers realign from the natural centrosymmetric state into a non-centrosymmetric state as "poled polymers"
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( Fig. 1b) . In order to transfer the microscopic mb of a chromophore into a large macroscopic NLO coefficient to the largest extent, numerous polymers were constructed to gure out some guidelines. [17] [18] [19] [20] Among them, dendrimers demonstrated their absolute superiority in having a much higher NLO coefcient in comparison with other polymers.
21 Many NLO dendrimers (i) containing different chromophores, (ii) in varied forms like chromophore (as a repeat unit) construction or multiple dendron modied chromophore, (iii) (Scheme S1 †). Based on these two types of dendrimer topology, the concept of an "Isolation Chromophore" 23 and the "Ar-ArF" self-assembly 24 effect were subsequently utilized to achieve better performance (Schemes S2-S4 †). Using the same model chromophore but in a different construction form, we have built a database-like system of the structure-property relationships of NLO dendrimers (see the ESI †). However, we are also confused that their d 33 values are all around 250 pm V À1 , instead of a badly needed new breakthrough. Is this the limit? Or is there still some room for further improvement through the optimization of dendrimer topology? Analyzing all the dendrimers carefully, it was found that the dendrimers in our database, and also other NLO dendrimers reported so far, 21 are designed monofunctional with good symmetrical patterns (Fig. 1c) . The non-centrosymmetric state of the chromophore moieties is realized entirely depending on the poling process. Until now, little research has considered the original molecule structure, no matter whether this might benet the poling process and maximize the macroscopic second order NLO effect in theory. This thought had initially occurred to us as a clue when we proposed a novel kind of "X"-type compounds possessing high d 33 values, in which the alignment of the dipole moments of the chromophore moieties is taken into consideration (Scheme S5 †). 25 This undoubtedly represents a promising approach to achieve high NLO efficiency, and prompted us to explore the possibility of whether breaking the symmetry of dendrimers, resulting in Janus dendrimers, could break some new ground. In this paper, three Janus dendrimers, D-13N, D-17N and D-21N, were prepared (Fig. 1d) . Different from many classic Janus dendrimers considered in terms of their different functional end groups, the Janus feature of these three dendrimers here was from the diversity in the dipole (m) orientation of two dendrons. That is to say, the nal dendrimers have a noncentrosymmetric structure of dipole orientation to some degree. To make this point more clearly, we labelled the two expansion parts as the x-axis and anti-x-axis dendron. It is easy to distinguish that the dipole orientation of each dendron is in the same direction, the peripheral groups of the x-axis dendron are the electron donating part (aniline linked with benzene) and those of the anti-x-axis dendron are the electron accepting part (nitrobenzene). Besides, D-13N has 6.5 chromophores in the xaxis part (the upper yellow part) and 6.5 chromophores in the anti-x-axis part (the lower blue part), D-17N has 14.5 (x-axis) and 2.5 (anti-x-axis), while D-21N has 14.5 (x-axis) and 6.5 (anti-xaxis). It is obvious that D-13N has the most balanced structure in terms of generation or chromophore numbers. The diversity of dipole orientation in the two sides endows these dendrimers with a new Janus feature, and the consequent non-centrosymmetric alignment could benet their second-order NLO performance. Excitingly, all the three dendrimers demonstrate a large NLO coefficient; the 
Results and discussion

Synthesis and characterization
The target dendrimers contain relatively large conjugated molecular fragments of nitro-azobenzene moieties, thus the synthetic method to construct a Janus dendrimer through the reaction of two dendrons was not suitable here. As shown in Fig. 2 , we divided D-13N, D-17N and D-21N into small fragments including small molecular fragments and G1-type fragments. First, the anti-x-axis dendron was built through the reaction between the fragments and the core by a convergent method. Secondly, the x-axis dendron was constructed through a divergent method (Fig. 2a, D-13N ; 2b, D-21N; 2c, D-17N). By the reasonable segmentation of molecular fragments and the utilization of the combination of "converge" and "diverge" methods, the target macromolecules were successfully obtained in satisfactory yields. For example, the click reaction [Cu(I)-catalyzed azide-alkyne cycloaddition (CuAAC)] 26 utilized in the last step gave high yields: 89.0% for D-17N, 88.3% for D-13N, and 87.4% for D-21N. The detailed synthetic routes are presented in the experimental part in the ESI. † All of these dendrimers could be well dissolved in common polar solvents like CH 2 Cl 2 and THF, ensuring their convenient synthesis, purication and processing. In addition, thanks to the high yield and big different polarity of the product from reactants, the target Janus dendrimers were easily puried by simple column chromatography. For example, D-21N had the highest polarity, which meant it could be isolated conveniently by column chromatography using THF as an eluent.
The products were rst identied by 1 H-NMR and 13 C-NMR analysis ( Fig. S6-S31 †) , which is a powerful and simple method to identify small molecules and low generation dendrons. But for the target dendrimers, the peaks are broad and overlap with each other signicantly, making it difficult to conrm exactly their accurate structures from their NMR spectra. MALDI-TOF mass spectrometry and a GPC method were further utilized to characterize the dendrimers, with the results summarized in Table 1 and the ESI. † The molecular weights of the dendrimers range from 6820 to 11 139, accompanied with an increase in the content of chromophore moieties. All the polydispersity ratios (M w /M n ) of these three dendrimers, measured by GPC, were close to 1, and the peaks were very sharp and narrow, even compared to a polystyrene standard. The trend of M w values agrees with the real one, but the values were much smaller.
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The results could briey reect the difference between the M w value measured by GPC and the real molecular weight, or in other words, the GPC data of dendrimers could be regarded as a reference for the investigation of similar polymeric systems.
All the dendrimers possess good thermal stability as the T d is located at around 280 C (Fig. S36 †) . The glass transition temperatures (T g ) of these three dendrimers were also investigated by using differential scanning calorimetry (DSC), however, no obvious peaks were found to determine the exact T g (Fig. S37 †) . A vibrational spectral (FT-IR) study was conducted (Fig. S38 †) . The vibration peaks of -N 3 and -C]O were typically detected in the IR spectra. The peak of -N 3 appears obviously for the reactant compound while it disappears for the product aer the click reaction. The intensities of the -C]O peak vary from compound to compound, depending on the content of -C]O groups. The peak positions of the nitro-azobenzene chromophore moiety basically remain unchanged before and aer the nal reaction, partially conrming that the chromophore moieties were stable during the synthetic process. 
Photophysical properties
The NLO chromophore was designed with a typical D-p-A structure, whose mb value is related to the intramolecular charge transfer (ICT) effect. The most convenient and basic method to analyze this is UV-visible spectroscopy. The spectra of the dendrimers and other related compounds are displayed in Fig. S39 -S43, † with the maximum absorption wavelengths (l max ) of the target dendrimers listed in Table 2 . The main absorptions at 460-480 nm are attributed to the p / p* transitions of the nitro-azobenzene chromophores, and these three dendrimers share the same chromophore components and display almost the same absorptions. For comparison, the UV-vis spectrum of C1, which contains one nitro-azobenzene chromophore moiety (Scheme S7 †), was tested. Due to the subtle differences between C1 and the chromophores linked in the dendrimer, C1 was slightly red-shied in each kind of solvent. All the compounds displayed solvatochromism phenomena, 28 that is, the UV-vis spectra and l max were different in different solvent. But C1 and the dendrimers exhibit different spectral shis in each solvent. Setting D as the difference between the l max values in 1,4-dioxane and DMSO, C1 displays the biggest D value of 34 nm, while all the dendrimers display smaller D values, especially D-13N and D-21N, with a D value of only 24 nm. This indicates that the impact of solvent on chromophore moieties in dendrimers is much different from that in small molecules, or in other words, the separated small chromophore molecules were much more easily affected by solvent than the chromophore moieties hidden in dendrimers. This highly reduced solvatochromic shi is called the "site-isolation effect", which typically exists in polymers containing bulk isolation groups, 29 due to the shielding effect of the bulky groups on the chromophore moieties in polymers. Here for these dendrimers, there were no bulky groups but all of them demonstrated an obvious "siteisolation effect", which was supposed to be derived from their unique branched structure.
NLO properties
The NLO effect originates from the non-centrosymmetric alignment of the chromophore moieties, which could be conveniently achieved by using a corona-poling method to fabricate the poled thin lms. The NLO effect could be quantied as a d 33 value by testing the double-frequency signals generated from the poled lms when using a second harmonic generation (SHG) technique (the calculation method is presented in the ESI †). In the poling process, the lm was heated gradually under a highvoltage electric eld at a temperature approaching the best poling temperature of T e (approximately the glass transition temperature). At T e , there is an equilibrium state between the random motion of molecules and the ordered arrangement driven by the electric eld, and this could be characterized by the output double-frequency signal in real time.
The dendrimers were spin-coated onto glass substrates to form 200-250 nm thick lms to test their NLO performance (details of NLO measurements are presented in the ESI †), with the characterization parameters listed in Table 3 . The basic measurement was carried out by using a fundamental beam of 1064 nm and a double-frequency beam of 532 nm was detected. Through taking measurements many times, it was conrmed that these three dendrimers demonstrate very large NLO coefcients. 17N and D-21N stand out from them (see error analysis in the ESI †). In addition, the d 33(N) value was calculated by an approximate two-level model (eqn (S9) †), which subtracted out the impact of the fundamental beam. 30 As a result, the value of d 33(N) @1064 was close to that of d 33(N) @1950 for each dendrimer.
According to the results of the SHG measurements under the fundamental beams of both 1064 and 1950 nm, it was exciting that all the Janus dendrimers demonstrate very high NLO coefficients. It is more interesting that D-13N and D-21N display signicantly larger coefficients than D-17N. The three dendrimers are all Janus type, which is supposed to be the intrinsic reason for achieving high NLO coefficients, but they have Janus features to different extents, as demonstrated in the unbalanced number of dendritic generations in the two sides.
Except for the difference in d 33 values of each dendrimer and the solvatochromism phenomena discussed above, there are other differences from the poling process observed. The order parameter (F) is a semiquantitative factor to judge the poling extent of thin lms. 31 The F values of D-13 (0.24) and D-21N (0.22) are obviously larger than that of D-17N (0.19), indicating that the thin lms of D-13N and D-21N were better poled than that of D-17N. This could be also shown by their poling and de-poling curves (Fig. 3a-c , method is presented in the ESI †). A poling curve came from the signals when the poled lm was heated gradually (at a heating rate of 3 C min À1 ).
D-17N and D-21N have a narrow band of poling temperature (T e band), during which the lms could be greatly poled.
However, D-13N shows a very wide T e band from 100 C to 130 C. To some extent, D-13N was relatively easier to be poled.
On the other hand, the de-poling curve came from the signals when the poled lm was heated (3 C min À1 ) without an electric eld. The NLO thermal stability could be evaluated according to the de-poling curve. The signal decayed at about 90 C for D-17N, 100 C for D-13N, and 113 C for D-21N. The trend of T dp roughly agrees with the trend of T e . For most polymers or dendrimers, T dp is lower than T e . 16À18 Just as in the case of D-17N, the T dp band has no intersection with the T e band. But interestingly, for D-13N and D-21N, the T dp band overlaps with the T e band, especially for D-21N. That is to say, D-13N and D-21N have a better capability to maintain the alignment of dipole moments, which conforms to the original intention of our design.
To nd out their spatial conformation, we used a molecular mechanics simulation method to calculate these dendrimers, which is widely used in many cases for polymers 32 and in our previous study. 25 The molecular weights of the dendrimers range from 6800 to 11 000, for which the molecular mechanics simulation is suitable and effective. Calculation details and images viewed from different angles as presented in the ESI † and Fig. 3d-f give a general structure of these three Janus dendrimers. The structure-property relationships of the Janus system could be discussed in two aspects.
Firstly, all the three dendrimers share a same "oriented" Janus system, whose feature is the diversity in dipole orientation of the dendrons in the two sides, which contribute to the good NLO performance. As seen in the structures of the three dendrimers, the yellow part and the blue part of the dendrons are non-centrosymmetric (Fig. 1d) . Because of their special natural structure with the chromophores arranged in a particular order, they exhibit a large NLO efficiency. The specic dipole orientation of two dendrons gives a non-centrosymmetric alignment of the dipole moment in the whole dendrimers with the aid of the poling process, and the noncentrosymmetry ensures good macroscopic NLO performance. The results conrm the success and validity of the introduction of a Janus system into the molecular design of NLO dendrimers.
Secondly, D-17N and D-21N have a "generational" Janus system, whose feature is the diversity in the number of dendritic Table 3 The NLO properties of dendrimers generations in the two sides. In this respect, D-17N is the most unbalanced dendrimer with a "generational" Janus feature, but D-13N does not have this diversity. As shown in Fig. 3d and e, D-13N and D-21N have an "X"-type structure, especially D-13N, while in Fig. 3f shows that D-17N is more like a "Y". As designed, D-13N or D-21N has a large anti-x-axis dendron part, which leaves the x-axis dendron with not enough room to offset the dipole moment caused by the anti-x-axis part and the possibility of keeping the orientation against the anti-x-direction. Thus the alignment of the chromophores can be maintained. But for D-17N, its x-axis dendron is large, while the anti-x-axis dendron is small, which gives the chains of the x-axis dendron enough room to draw toward the anti-x-axis direction in order to reduce the total dipole moment. The calculated conformation could help us to conrm the disadvantage of a "generational" Janus system in the NLO eld. There is also some difference between D-13N and D-21N; D-21N has a larger x-axis dendron part, meanwhile D-13N seems more exible. This might be the key reason that D-13N was more easily poled (Fig. 3a) . As for D-21N, this was hard to be poled, and accordingly, it was hard to decay once poled (Fig. 3c) . Both the advantages of the "oriented" Janus system and the disadvantages of the "generational" Janus system make it clear that the key point to enhance the NLO efficiency of dendrimers, in terms of the controllable topology, is the noncentrosymmetric alignment of dipole orientation. Therefore, a new molecular design idea, which combines our previous work focusing on the centrosymmetric growth of dendritic generation and the non-centrosymmetric dipole orientation of various dendrons discussed in this paper, has become a promising direction in the eld of NLO materials.
Actually, in comparison with the dendrimers in the previous study (Schemes S1-S4 †), D-13N, D-17N and D-21N are not really high-generation dendrimers, and their synthesis was relatively much easier. Considering the NLO coefficient of the dendrimers and their generation (or numbers of chromophore moieties that they contain), we roughly divided these values into four quadrants (I, II, III and IV in Fig. 4 ). Most NLO dendrimers are located in quadrant III, where low generation corresponds to d 33 values lower than 240 pm V À1 , while a few are located in quadrant I, where dendrimers exhibit high NLO coefficients and have high-generation obtained through heavy synthesis. Dendrimers in quadrant IV are obtained through a tough synthesis but possess an imbalanced NLO efficiency. Quadrant II is the region where dendrimers exhibit high NLO coefficients with low-generation. However, there were no dendrimers located in quadrant II before D-13N and D-21N were obtained here. The synthesis of D-13N and D-21N was easier when compared to that of the dendrimers in quadrant I. Since the synthetic process has been investigated and improved in this paper, it will be even more convenient to obtain dendrimers in this form. In addition, it might provide certain enlightenment and a reference for us in establishing a new system that combines a Janus topology structure with bene-cial factors (like Ar-ArF self-assembly and isolation chromophore effect) in future research.
Conclusions
In summary, we have demonstrated the possibility of further improving NLO efficiency by constructing a new type of Janus dendrimers. The dendrimers contain x-axis and anti-x-axis dendrons, where the alignment of the chromophore moieties is taken into consideration. The target dendrimers D-13N, D-17N
and D-21N demonstrate extremely large NLO coefficients of 299, 238 and 261 pm V À1 , respectively. The perfect Janus structure is supposed to be the main reason for achieving the large NLO efficiency. The d 33 value (up to 299 pm V À1 ) of D-13N is the highest value reported so far for polymers containing a simple azo-chromophore moiety. Thus, these successful examples open up a new avenue in constructing Janus dendrimers with good NLO properties, and perhaps shed some light on other functional dendrimers with special requirements for their molecular topology.
